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IEUROPEAN, SCHOLAR JOI:NS FACULTY
Mr. Louis F. Goldie, Loyola's most recent faculty ad-
dition, was born in England, and educated in England and
Australia. After service in the R.A.A.F. during World War II,
he received his LL.B. and LL.M. at the University of Sidney.
Admitted to practice as a bar-
rister-at-lawin 1948, he en- J'U.DG·E CH·A:NTR'V
gaged in private practice until
1952, when he com men c e d
teaching.
Louis Goldie
Mr. Goldie's interest in Inter-
national Law was first stimu-
lated by his study, at the Uni-
versity of Sydney, under Pro-
fessor Julius Stone, an interna-
tionally recognized authority in
the field of International Law.
Mr. Goldie has received the
Diploma of the Hague Academy
of International Law, and the
Diploma of the Center of Re-
search and Studies at the Hague
Academy. He will shortly re-
ceive his S.J.D. from Harvard
University. A portion of his
Harvard dissertation-e-t'A Prob-
lem of Double Classification in
International Law"-will be pub-
lished in .the British Year Book
of International Law. Mr. Goldie
has written several articles and
one book, in the field of Inter-
national Law.
Last fall he attended the
XIIIth International Astronauti-
cal Congress at Varna, Bulgaria,
during which time East and
West, exchanged views on outer
space. While there, Mr. Goldie
gave a paper entitled "Extra-
terrestial Privileges, Immunities
and Exposures."
Before comi~g to Loyola, Mr.
Goldie was Lecturer at Canberra
University ColI e g e and the
Royal Military College, Austra-
lia. He has most recently been
a Lecturer on International Law
in the U.C.L.A. Political Science
Department ..
Thursday evening, March 7th,
the Honorable Kenneth N. Chan-
try will present a lecture to the
students of the Law School deal-
ing with the functions and pro-
cedures of Department 65, Writs
and Receivers, of the Los An-
geles Superior Court.
The Judge was graduated
from Stanford University with
an A.B. degree. He received his
LL.B. from the University of
Southern California after com-
pleting the first part of his legal
education at Stanford Univer-
sity School of Law. He was ad-
mitted tQJthe practice of law in
California in 1930. Judge Chan-
try maintained a private prac-
tice until his appointment to
the Superior Court in 195Q. He
is a past President of the Los
Angeles County Bar Associa-
tion,
Tony Murray Wins
Scott Competit'ion
Second Year student Tony
Murray emerged victorious from
the final round of the annual
Scott Moot Court Competition,
held Saturday, February 16 at
the County Courthouse. Murray
was trailed closely by runners-
up Chuck Finney and Chuck
Liberto, followed by Marty Gil-
ligan, Tom Stockard and Henry
Seligsohn.
The problem argued this year
concerned a Federal Aid to Edu-
cation statute and its constitu-
tionality under the First Amend-
ment. The audience particularly
enjoyed the ease with which
counsel found the GI Bill uncon-
stitutional.
The program was enhanced by
the return to Scott Competition
of former competitors Al Eb-
right, Joe McLaughlin and Bill
Rylaarsdam, this time in the
role of Judges. They were ably
aided by John Leary and Pre-
siding Judge Gordon Ringer.
IN MEMORIAM
sociation and the American
Judicature Society. A member
of the American Academy of
Political Science, Town Hall,
Phi Alpha Delta, he was pre-
At the age of 50, on the thres-
hold of a brilliant career as a
teacher and legal scholar, death
cut short the life of Albrecht
Marburg Yerkes, Professor of
Law at Loyola University. On
January twentieth, 1963, he suc-
cumbed to a heart attack leav-
ing his stunned collegues and
many friends with a sense of
loss difficult to describe. .,
Marburg was a man fired by
a vision of quality education. He,
strove constantly to find new
depth and significance in his
teaching and sought every op-
portunity to instill in his stu-
dents his fine sense of profes-
sional responsibility. Above all,
he was devoted to the future of
Loyola Law School and, in his
last years, threw his consider-
able talent and energy into plan-
ning for the day when Loyola
would be able to expand its pro-
grams in a new building.
Those of us who worked close-
ly with Marburg knew his many
fine personal. qualities. He was
gentle, kind, considerate - a
gen tleman in every sense of the
word. We will miss him.
-MYRON FINI{
Marburg Yerkes
sented the outstanding Alumnus
of the year 1962, by Ford Chap-
ter, Loyola.
He contributed as a lecturer
to California's Continuing Edu-
cation of the Bar program and
was a member of the National
Panel of Arbitrators of the
American Arbitration Associa-
tion. He was actively associated
with the American Boy Scout
movement and, at the time of
his death, held the post of Com-
missioner.
He is survived by his wife,
Martha Stewart and his two
sons, Robert Stewart and Wil-
liam Marburg.
A native of New York' City,
Professor Yerkes was born June
28, 1912, the son of Hulbert
Agnew and Wilhelmine (Mar-
burg) Yerkes. He attended Col-
legiate School in New York
City where he received an A.B.,
Washburn College (LL.B. 1941),
and Stanford University (LL.M.
1942).
He was admitted to the Kan-
sas Bar in 1940 and engaged in
the practice of law in Topeka,
Kansas from 1941 to 1944, Ad-
mitted to the California Bar in
1944, Professor Yerkes prac-
ticed law in Beverly Hills and
Los Angeles from 1944 to 1956
and in Costa Mesa from 1956
to 1958. His occupance of the
Loyola Law Professorship was
preceded by a period of lectur-
ing at Southwestern University
from 1945 to 1956.
Professor Yerkes numbered
among his associates member-
ships in the American Bar As-
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No, it wasn't a picket line that was mobilized in front of
. 217 W.' First St., early last month . . . 'Twas just the overflow
crowd determined to edge into the Assembly Hall in the lobby
of the State Bldg., where the Supreme Court was solemnly
sitting in the process of admitting to practice in the Sovereign
State of California, the successful candidates in the 1962 Fall
Bar "X" ... 1440 took the Fall Bar "X" ... 908 in Los Angeles.
The percentage of successful candidates was 63.4 . . . the
highest since the memory of man runneth not to the contrary
almost . . . Figures generally leave us jarred and jolted . . .
a natural consequence of the explosive population centered here
· . . This is normal procedure but with the percentage of suc-
cessful candidates zooming to 63.4, there is hope of positive
betterment on the quality side of candidates for the legal pro-
fcssion.
If every candidate for admission had the entourage of JULIE
SETTERHOLM to witness the proceedings ... her parents, six
children, innumerable relatives, prospective employers, et al.,
the Sports Arena would be hard pressed to accommodate the
assemblage . . . And by the way, this heroic young lady has a
further achievement to record' ... She's practicing law in Santa
Monica and loves it ... With MARY FLANAGAN in the office
of Forster, Gemmill and Farmer, the other successful Loyolan
in the '62 class on the distaff side, is accounted for ... JOHN
V. GALLAGHER '61, down where Wilshire starts its trek to
the ocean for the past year, threw his lot in with GERRY
SPERRY '61, and is located in Panorama City, in the general
practice of law under the firm name of Gallagher and Sperry
· .. JIM THOMPSON, who graduated a year later is associated
with them ... JOE MORRIS '59 and JOHN YATES '59 are
teamed up in an expansive way ... Joe has given up his army
career with definite finality and turned in his bandoleer for a'
briefcase ... They are carrying on a lucrative practice and
have offices in Sherman Oaks and Glendale . . . They solve the
problem of bilocation by commuting between these thriving
communities.
Recent word came to us that BILL JENNINGS '50, for
the past several years associated with Western Air, resigned
and is joining the Administrator's Staff of the Federal Avlarion
Agency ... YQUcan be sure that whatever Bill does or wherever
he goes, he'll turn in a splendid performance, WashingtOonnot
excluded.
It took SAM ARKOFF fifteen years to get around to hav-
in,g a reunion of the day class of '48 ... But when he did,
there was no doubt it would qualify for the major event of '63
· . . An almost inaccessible half acre in the Hollywood Hills
was the situs of the gathering ... his hideout, by the way,
when he's not commuting between Hollywood Boulevard and
the Appian Way ... And, of course, there's an occasional stop-
over in Rome beyond the usual limits, to knock off a picture or
two ... you see, he's President of American International ...
Rumor has it that he was preparing to make Pictures his life
work when he was following the case-method during his two
years of law training . . . He was a G.!. and pushed through
in two calendar years ... Nor was he scared out by scholarship
requirements from seeing at least one movie every day through-
out the two calendar years of law study ... With, all the success
that accompanied the peripatetic Sam, this procedure is not
recommended in the year of Our Lord, 1963 . . . The response
in the Party was tremendous . . . two only of the class were
unaccounted for ... and when achievement and income were
checked, the group balanced out high in the success bracket and,
of course, a couple of Judges,--JIM TANTE and RAY ROBERTS
-added a touch of dignity to the '48 vintage ...
MULLIN MANOR out San Marino way was buzzing with
everything that makes for happy parties . . . It was the first
meeting of "THE ADVOCATES" not a few of the Law School
Graduates who are pledged to give aid to likely Iooking ambitious
President's Message
By JOSEPH C. BARRON
The approaching elections of ~.~------------
the class representative and Class Representatives will be
Board Officers indicate the end- selected by the end of March.
ing of another student bar ad- The first Saturday in April will
ministration. There was im- see the elections of the Officers
provement in some aspects and of the Board of Bar Governors
the mere maintenance of status for the 1963-1964 school year.
quo in others. The treasury is Mr. Randy Wenker is the Chair-
going to have a surplus left for man of the Nominations and
next years administration' and Elections Committee. The Bar
deficit spending was entirely Association which comprises the
eliminated from this student Members of the student body is
bar's administration. A happily organized along the lines of the
independent and financially sue- State Bar of California. The
cessful year was enjoyed by the Loyola Bar Association is a
Loyola Bar Asociation. All proj- member in good standing of the
ects which were within the American Law Students Associ-
power of the student bar to com- ation. The Board of Bar Gover-
plete, were completed on sched- nors is the representative body
ule. Norm Narwitz, Carolyn of the Loyola Bar Association.
Frlan, Carl Lowthorp, 'I'omMac- The Board is composed of the
Donald, and Bill Keese per- elected class representatives and
formed services which provided ex-officio, the Presidents of the
the essential foundation for our fraternal organizations at the
successful year, while Jack Kil- law school. All elections infor-
leen's comptrolling kept our in- mation and procedures will be
dependance unencumbered. posted in the lobby, on the stu-
dent bar bu,lletin board.
On March~29, 30 and 31 the
Ninth Circuit of the American
Law Students Association will
hold the annual conference at
the University of Southern Cali-
fornia. As program information
is published it will be posted.
Loyola will play a substantial
role in the planning and direc-
tion of this conference, and the
students who attend this con-
ference will enjoy benefits of
the interaction between Califor-
nia and Arizona law schools
they may not have the oppor-
tunity to experience again. Next'
year this conference will be held
up north, as it is on alternative
years. The national ALSA con-
vention will be held simultane-
ously with the ABA in Chicago
during August, 1963. End of
commercial.
The "volunteers" who took on
supporting projects and ren-
dered good accounts of them-
selves include Ed Siegel, Laura-
lee Trisler, Mike Conlon, Vince
Stefano, 'I'om Stockard, 'I'om
Girardi, Randy Wenker, Marx
Casanave and Jim Mead. The
necessary and time consuming
position of Faculty Advisor was
most capably performed by Mrs.
Smith. The program participa-
tion by Father Donovan, Judge
Kaus, Mr. Sanchez and Mr.
F'iore as well as the time and
effort of Dean Dibble, Mr. Tevis
and Mrs. Morgan played signi-
ficant roles in our accomplish-
ments. The Board of Bar Gover-
nors was the vehicle' that put
the show on the road and the
dues of each individual student
paid the gasoline bill, in full.
law students who have everything to bring to fulfillment their
training except the wherewithal to finance it.
Libations were poured out on the altar of friendship and
the shrine of fellowship glowed w.ith ardor and loyalty . . .
MARK MULLIN '42, Lord of the Manor, was ably assisted by
JIM COLLINS '34, President of the Alumni, and kept the party
moving at a tempo in the better tradition of San Marino .. , .
TOM McCARRY '33, came all the way from Long Beach . . .
Gossip has it that he dropped in on the soiree on his way home
from the Huntington Library ... MARY GERTRUDE CREUTZ,
'54, junior partner In the firm of Creutz and Creutz, constant
as the Northern Star and as sound as the law of gravity,
recently manifested a change in character when she opened
up offices smack in the heart of Westwood ... The old quarters
identified for years with the Southside will be maintained . . .
Our heroine will concentrate on interviewing and placating clients
from the hill country.
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Criminal Cases
COLlATERA.L AITACK ON FEDERAL JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION
To all California lawyers who
do not actively engage in fed-
eral criminal practice in its sev-
eral phases, Section 2255 of
Title 28 of the United States
Code may well have little or no
significance. To those lawyers
in criminal practice who have
clients that have been convicted
and incarcerated as a result of
a federal criminal proceeding,
this section has become increas-
ingly more and more familiar,
for it permits a federal prisoner
to move the sentencing court at
any time to vacate, set aside or
correct the sen ten c e, even
though the sentence of convic-
tion may have long since been
upheld on appeal, and in the
event the trial court denies him
relief then to appeal from the
order of denial to the Circuit
Court of Appeals and upon cer-
tiorari to the Supreme Court of
the United States.
By FRAN CIS C. WHELAN, UNITED STATES ATTORNEY
Francis Whalen
orders of the trial courts deny-
ing motions without hearing
and then later, perhaps, from
orders of the trial courts deny-
To the offices of the United ing relief after hearing. There
States Attorneys throughout the may also be subsequent motions
country Section 2255 means that from the same prisoner which
increasingly more time must be must be given the same judicial
spent by members of such of- attention when new grounds for
fices' staffs in the restudy of relief are set forth in such sub-
transcripts of trials wherein sequent motions.
prisoners have been convicted So burdensome upon the time
and in the consideration of the of the courts has the hearing of
conduct of such proceedings, applications for relief under this
such consideration being given section become that one learned
frequently by lawyers who had judge of a Circuit Court of Ap-
no connection whatsoever with peals has written in an opinion
the long past trial's conduct or of the court that "a day to day
proceedings leading up to con- observation of these cases, as
viction. Sometimes to those of- currently proliferated in sundry
fices it would appear that after penitentiaries, suggests the need
conviction of a defendant and to build into Section 2255 some
'affirmance of the conviction on safeguards to protect the courts
appeal that the criminal pro- against the abuse of their proc-
ceeding is in fact just commenc- esses which persons like this
ing. appellant are now enabled to
To the judges of federal perpetrate." Johnson v. U.S. 267
courts, both trial and appellate, F2d 813.
Section 2255 may well mean a Yet Section 2255 was con-
modus operandi whereby the ceived for a most worthy pur-
time of trial judges is increas- pose and represented a realiza-
ingly given over to the consid- tion upon the part of our courts
eration of such motions in of the need in the administra-
chambers and thereafter to tion of justice for a statutory
hearings u.pon those motions as means of collateral attack upon
to which it cannot be conclusive- a judgment of conviction in a
ly determined from the motion I proper case. Before the statute's
and the files and records of the enactment in 1948 there was no
case that the prisoner is en- way, for example, that a pris-
titled to no relief. To federal ap- oner who, as the result of newly
pellate courts the statute in discovered evidence, was con-
question has created a constant elusively proved to be innocent
growth in appeals, first from of the crime of which he was
convicted could appeal to the
courts after his time for appeal
had expired or after his con-
viction had been affirmed on
appeal except under a writ of
coram nobis, and instances of
successful resort to this writ
were few indeed. The rights of
a prisoner under habeas corpus
procedings w ere necessarily
limited by the nature of those
proceedings. History had taught
us that there could be and were
cases w her e prisoners were
wrongly convicted.
With this thought in mind
Congress provided in Section
2255 that a prisoner could peti-
tion that the court was without
jurisdiction to impose a sen-
tence in fact imposed or that
the sentence imposed was in ex-
cess of the maximum authorized
by law or is otherwise subject
to collateral attack. The statute
further provides that unless the
motion of the prisoner and the
files and the records of the case
conclusively show that the pris-
oner is entitled to no relief, the
court shall grant a prompt hear-
ing upon the application.
Thus, under the procedure
mentioned the prisoner may
have an appeal, going as far as
the Supreme Court upon a peti-
tion for certiorari, from an or-
der denying him a hearing; he
may then, in the event a hear-
ing be granted after such ap-
peal, once again appeal from an
order denying him relief upon
a' hearing and again carrying
the matter to the Sup·remeCourt
upon a petition for certiorari in
the event his appeal be denied
by the appropriate Circuit Court
of Appeals. It is interesting to
note that at least one prisoner
whose judgment of conviction
was affirmed on appeal has been
released on bond by a justice of
the Supreme Court pending the
final determination of the pris-
oner's rights on his application
under Section 2255.
While the statute states that
a sentencing court shall not be
required to entertain a second
or successive motion or similar
relief on behalf of the same pris-
oner, decisions of federal courts
of appeal have held that the
sentencing court must entertain
successive motions from the
same prisoner where different
grounds for relief are therein
stated. As a result of these hold-
ings one is confronted with such
interesting situations as may be
found in the case of one par-
ticular prisoner who was tried
and convicted of armed bank
robbery in 1948. His conviction
was affirmed on appeal. The
prisoner started to serve his
federal sentence in 1952. Since
that time, and after the affirm-
ance of his conviction, this .par-
ticular prisoner has filed several
applications under Section 2255
as well as various petitions for
writ of habeas corpus; in each
instance the prisoner sought to
reverse the orders of the district
courts denying him relief by ap-
peal to the upper courts. In each
instance his appeals were un-
successful and in every instance,
and there were many, his appli-
cations for writ of certiorari to
the Supreme Court were denied.
In a recent opinion of a dis-
trict court denying relief to the
prisoner just mentioned, the
court stated with respect to ap-
plications by prisoners seeking
to collaterally attack judgments
of convictions under which they
had been sentenced, "u n I e s s
some procedure is devised to
prevent prolonged and repeated
piecemeal litigation of a con-
vict's postconviction complaints,
the burden of these postconvic-
tion proceedings may become in-
tolerable in districts where penal
and medical detention institu-
tions are located, as well as in
the districts in which the con-
victions occur . . . the pendency
of endless .postconviction com-
plaints tends to suspend consid-
eration of executive elemency
and parole procedures, and by
their very: mass tend to obscure
the petition having merit."
While the courts have spoken
of the burden of these posteon-
viction proceedings, there has
been a feeling upon the part of
some penologists that these pro-
ceedings by convicted and in-
carcerated prisoners h a v e a
value to the nrisoners them-
selves; the value is spoken of
as a "therapeutic" value.
While it may well be true that
the opportunity on the part of
a prisoner to file and refile mo-
(Continued on Page 8)
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THE -PITfALLS Of ADVISING JOINT TENANCY
By ARTHUR G. BOWMAN
Associate Counsel, Title Insurance and Trust Company
EDITOR'S NOTE - Arthur G. Bowman, attorney ad mitted to practice law in both California and Hawaii, has
been an Associate Counsel with Title Insurance and Trust Company, Los Angeles, since 1947. He is a graduate of the
Law School of the University of Southern California, and presently is a resident of Glendale, where he is a member
of the Glendale Bar Association, in addition to membership in the Los Angeles County Bar Association and the American
Bar Assocation. Bowman was/formerly a Deputy Attorney General for the Territory of Hawaii, and later served as an
attorney for the War Shipping Administration in Washing ton, D.C. and in San Francisco. He teaches real estate law
at the University of Southern California, and has been a frequent guest lecturer at other schools. Mr. Bowman is the
author of a text book on Real Estate Law in California, published by Prentice-Hall, Inc., and has been a contributor to
numerous legal publications.
.. Much has. been ",:ritt:n abo~t I when advising joint tenancy,
joint tenancies, and inevitably, It will discuss problems encoun-
seems, the articles intimate, if tered in connection with the
not conclude, that joint tenancies
are a disadvantage and should
not be recommended. However,
there are advantages as well as
disadvantages, and the difficul-
ties that are encountered in con-
nection with this type of owner-
ship arise from a failure to
understand the ramifications
and unforseen consequences of
joint tenancies. From my ex-
.perience, prudence dictates that
joint tenancies should not be
created without the advice of an
attorney. In practice, this is not
done, with unfortunate results
as some of the cases herein-
after discussed will illustrate.
A joint tenancy may be de-
fined briefly as a single estate
which is held by two or more
persons in equal shares, and
which upon the death of one,
vests in the survivor or survi-
vors until there is but one sur-
vivor, in which case it vest in
such survivor absolutely free of
liens or charges created by the
other joint tenants, and with-
out liability for payment of the
debts of the deceased J 0 i n t
tenants. From this definition it
appears to be an attractive type
of holding, and it is in many
cases. Both real and personal
property may be owned in this
manner, however, this article
will discuss primarily the own-
ership of real property in joint
tenancy in view of the fact that
most of my experience with
joint tenancies has been in that
field.
Since the survivorship feature
and nonliability for debts of the
deceased joint tenant, eliminat-
ing the need for probate, appear
to be so advantageous, why not
recommend this form of own-
ership '? The possible disad-
vantages are in fact so numer-
ous that an entire volume could
be devoted to a discussion of
them. This article will mention
numerous disadvantages which
should always be considered
creation, continued existence,
and termination of joint ten-
ancies, and will highlight some
of the problems encountered in
connection with insuring the
title of the survivor. The fol-
lowing is not intended to be all-
inclusive, it merely points out
some of the problems and pit-
falls in advising joint tenancy.
1. Creation of joint tenancy.
Four unities are essential to
the creation of a joint tenancy:
unity of time, title, interest and
possession. Where a married
person acquires property as a
joint tenant with a person other
than his or her spouse, the
joint tenancy is questionable un-
less the other spouse has con-
sented to the joint tenancy. The
case of Yeoman vs Sawyer, 99
C.A.2d 43, expresses the rule
that where a husband contri-
butes community funds toward
the purchase of property to
which title is taken under a
joint tenancy deed designating
the husband and a person other
than his wife as joint tenants
but rather that of tenants Iri
common. As a consequence of
this decision, a title company
has special requirements which
must be complied with for in-
suring joint tenancies between
a married person and a third
par t y. Attorneys frequently
make inquiry of the title com-
pany's counsel regarding the
special recitals that are rec-
ommended in such a joint ten-
ancy deed.
Another situation involving a
considera tion of the four unities
was presented recently wherein
the deed provided as follows: A
does hereby grant to A, B, hus-
band and wife, and C, all three
as joint tenants with right of
survivorship, and C holding as
trustee for his children D, age
7, and E, age 3 as joint tenants.
A died. We were asked "Where
is the title?" A judicial deter-
This means that the will of the
joint tenant who dies first has
no effect of joint tenancy prop-
erty. Thus, the testator, loses
control over disposition of such
property and sacrifices flexibili-
ty in planning his estate. An ex-
ception to the rule regarding
testamentary disposition applies
in the case of simultaneous
death; in this situation the ad-
vantage of survivorship is lost
with the consequent need of
probating the estate of each
joint tenant. Where joint ten-
ancy is advisable, the owners
should still make wills because
(1) of the possibility of simul-
taneous death, and (2) theTact
that the will of the survivor will
be operative on such property.
4. Award in divorce actions.
True joint tenancy property
is not subject to an award in
divorce proceedings. Probably
in no other field are there as
many cases involving joint ten-
ancies as in the area of joint
tenancy vs community property
disputes, particularly in divorce
actions. These and other cases
.are illustrative of a principle
objection to joint tenancies, i.e.,
that they may give rise toa
considerable amount of litiga-
tion, both in determining owner-
ship and disposition of property
and in contesting tax liability.
In innumerable divorce cases
the courts have been called upon
to determine whether or not
real property, often the home
of the parties, although stand-
ing of record in the names -of
the par-ties as joint tenants, is
in truth and fact community
property and thus subject to an
award to the innocent spouse.
Two often-cited cases are illus-
trative 0.£ the problem. As stated
in Schindler vs Schindler, 126
C.A.2d 597 at 601:
"It is common knowledge
that innumerable husbands
and wives with little or no
information about estates in
real property acquiesce with-
out reflection in the sugges-
(Continued on Page 5)
Arthur Bowman
miniation was necessary.
2. Tax consequences.
Joint tenancies do not, as a
rule, result in a saving of taxes;
they may in fact have the op-
posite effect. Gift, inheritance,
estate, and capital gains tax
consequences should always be
considered in advising joint ten-
ancy. The capital gains tax con-
sequences, particularly in joint
tenancy ownership between a
parent and child, have been
severe in many cases. Liability
for gift taxes may inadvertently
be incurred upon creation and
destruction of joint tenancies;
also, the use of joint tenancy
may result in greater estate and
inheritance taxes upon an es-
tate. This subject alone would
merit a separate and lengthy
article. Two articles of import-
ance in this regard, which are
recommended rea din g, are
"Joint Tenancy: a reappraisal,"
(1955), and "Joint Tenancy,
Tax-wise and Otherwise," 40
30 Calif. State Bar Journal 504
Cal. L.R. 501 (1952).
3. Disposition by will.
As a general rule, joint ten-
ancy property is not subject to
testamentary dlsposition. See
Estate of Resler, 43 C.2d 726.
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JOINT TE'NANCY a year from date of recording as recording an affidavit ofbefore insuring a transfer or death of joint tenant or filing a
conveyance by the husband. petition to establish the fact of
6. Severance of interest. death, as this would be incon-
Subject to the qualification of sistent with the contention that
paragraph 5 above, either joint the ownership was other than
tenant may transfer or encum- in joint tenancy.
ber his interest without the A recent inquiry on this point
knowledge or consent of the disclosed a case of real frustra-
other. Thus, there is no assur- tion-at least the survivmg
ance that the main purpose and spouse probably wished that he
advantage, i.e., survivorship, had never heard of joint ten-
will be effected. As stated in ancy. In this case a husband
Lazzarevich vs Lazzarevich, 39 and wife owned property as
C.2d 48, in the absence of a joint tenants. The wife died
waiver, a joint tenant is entitled intestate. The husband desired
as a matter of right to have his to probate the property upon
interest severed from that of proof that it was in truth com-
his cotenant. munity property, and certain
7. Involuntary liens. tax advantages could be ob-
The interest of a joint tenant tained. But if it were communi-
is subject to attachment by his ty property it wouldn't be sub-
creditors. A judgment lien at- ject to ,probate, since title would
taches to a joint tenancy inter- vest in the surviving spouse
est. An execution sale of the in- pursuant to the laws of succes-
terest will terminate the joint sion (Probate Code Sec t ion
tenancy. These matters are 'Of 201). and probate proceedings
particular concern where a joint [WOUldnot be required. A' deed
tenancy is created between a from himself as the apparent
widow, for instance, and her surviving joint tenant to the
child 'Or children. Usually in heirs of the wife for purposes
such cases it is not intended of administration would accom-
that the child have an interest plish nothing.
until the death of a parent.
8. Effect of bankruptcy.
If a joint tenant is adjudicat-
ed a bankrupt, his or her inter-
est, unless exempt, transfers by
operation of law to the trustee
in bankruptcy, causing a sever-
ance of the joint tenancy. In a
husband-wife situation, it is a
distinct disadvantage to hold
the title in joint tenancy where
the wife alone is adjudged a
bankrupt. Where the husband
alone is adjudged a bankrupt, a
joint tenancy ownership may
be advantageous, unless there
is proof, available to the trustee
in bankruptcy, that the proper-
ty is in truth and fact commu-
nity property.
9. Probate of j 0 in t tenancy
property.
I have received numerous in-
quiries as to the procedure to
include joint tenancy property
as part of the probate estate,
usually to obtain tax advan-
tages. If the property is in fact
joint tenancy property, it can't
be done. If the ownership is in
fact contrary to the record, and
there is sufficient proof to that
effect, then it may be accom-
plished. The apparent surviving
joint tenant should execute a
deed to the heirs or devisees of
the deceased joint tenant for
the purposes of administration
in his estate. Proceedings to
terminate the joint tenancy
should not be undertaken, such
(Contined from Page 4)
tion that they place purchased
property in joint tenancy.
This estate, of course, has
certain advantages. Usually
not until mar ita 1 discord
reaches the critical stage of
dividing community assets
does one of the spouses -
generally the one found to be
innocent of wrong-doings and
therefore entitled to more
than half of the community
property-first learn of the
disadvantages of [oint ten-
ancy. At that point the issue
of lack of comprehension, or
absence of consent to the
creation of the joint tenancy
estate inevitably arises. Rare
indeed is the contested di-
vorce case today in which the
trial court is not concerned
with this issue."
The court further stated that
the use of community funds to
purchase the property and the
taking of title thereto in the
names of the spouses as joint
tenants is tantamount to a bind-
ing agreement between them
that the same shall not there-
after be held as community
property but instead as a joint
tenancy with all the character-
istics of such an estate.
In another case, illustrative
of a liberal approach Jenkins vs
Jenkins, 147 C.A.2d 527), a find-
ing that property taken in joint
tenancy was actually community
property was sustained by evi-
dence that it was purchased
with the husband's earnings for
use as a -home, that the spouses
did not know the difference be-
tween community property and
joint tenancy property, and that
they placed it in joint tenancy
purely as a matter of conveni-
ence, at tha- s u g g est ion of
friends and an escrow clerk.
5. Loss of management and
control.
By statute, the husband has
management and control of
community, pro per t y. Also,
neither husband nor wife can
transfer or encumber communi-
ty 'real property without the
joinder of the other. And com-
munity property is not subject
to partition. These rules, pro-
tective in their nature, are not
applicable to joint tenancy prop-
erty. In fact, a title company
can immediately insure a trans-
fer or encumbrance by the wife
of joint I tenancy property. In
the case of the husband, it is
customary to wait the elapse of
10. The missing joint tenant.
A disadvantage of joint ten-
ancy ownership 'Ofreal property
is sometimes encountered un-
expectedly where one 'Of the
joint tenants disappears and his
whereabouts is unknown. The
other joint tenant desires to sell
the property and again we are
encountered with a serious prob-
lem in frustration. There is no
express procedure set forth for
terminating the joint tenancy
under such circumstances, and a
solution in a particular case is
dependent upon numerous fac-
tors, including the relationship
of the parties, the duration of
the disappearance, and the com-
petency and cooperative atti-
tude of heirs or devisees of the
'missing joint tenant. The fol-
lowing cases are illustrative:
(a) A father and daughter
owned real property as joint
tenants. He disappeared during
World War II. She was the sole
heir. Ten yea r s after her
fat her's disappearance she
sought to sell the property as
the surviving joint tenant. The
father owned no other property.
The sections of the Probate
Code relating to administration
of estates of persons missing
over seven years (Sections 280-
294) would not apply in the ab-
sence of property over which
the Probate Court has jurisdic-
tion, and joint tenancy property
as such is not subject to admin-
istration. In order to have an
estate subject to administration,
the daughter broke the joint
tenancy by deeding her 'One-half
interest to a third party who
then deeded it back to the
daughter, thereby creating a
tenancy in common. Her father's
one-half interest as a tenant
in common was administered
upon in the missing person's
estate proceedings, and eventu-
ally distributed to the daughter
as the sole heir, who then con-
veyed the entire title to the
property to a purchaser. Had
there been other heirs or de-
visees, this procedure, of course,
would not have been available
without obtaining deeds from
the other claimants,
(b) Husband and wife owned
real property in joint tenancy.
The husband disappeared five
years ago. The wife desires to
sell the property. What proce-
dure is available? In some cases
a divorce has been obtained
wherein it was established that
the property, although standing
of record in the names of the
parties as joint tenants, was in
fact community property, and
was awarded to the wife where
the grounds of divorce was ex-
treme cruelty 'Or some other
ground which permits an award
of all of the community prop-
erty to the innocent spouse. A
divorce on the ground 'Ofdeser-
tion would not be sufficient,
since the court could award only
one-half of the property to the
innocent spouse.
(c) Another problem is pre-
sented where the joint tenants
are unrelated and one of them
disappears. A possible solution
arises by virtue of the obliga-
tion of the missing joint tenant
to contribute to the other co-
tenant making such payments
for his proportionate share 'Of
taxes, maintenance, repairs, fire
insurance, etc. These contrlbu-
tions, including trust deed pay-
ments, in time will be substan-
tial. A procedure which has been
used is an action far money,
wherein the missing joint ten-
ant's interest in the real prop-
erty is attached, and, the act ian .
being quasi in rem, an order for
service by publication is obtain-
able. After .judgment is entered,
an execution sale of the missing
joint tenant's interest in the
property in question may be
sufficient to eliminate his inter-
est when time for redemption
has expired.
(Continued on Page 8)
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stwulJ C~1lid, Be etUVd ,(/(VpotnteJ?
PRO CON
By RICHARD DAWSON
The law of evidence requires the most reliable sources
of information to be used as the basis for decisions in trials.
An example would be the Opinion rule which provides that
a witness may testify to facts which he has observed and not
opinions flowing from such facts. This is considered the
province of the jury to listen to the testimony relating to
facts and then make its decision·
concerning what inferences are serve as a basis for statuatory
to be drawn from them. solution to our problem. In 1937
the Model Expert Testimony Act
was approved by Commission-
ers on Uniform State' Laws and
embodied in the Uniform Rules
of evidence. This act provided
for the appointment of experts
by the court on its own motion
or request of the parties.
Under our statute a refusal
to appoint is within the trial
judge's discretion even if the ex-
perts are in disagreement. Also
a party may examine the expert
as though he was called by an
adverse party. The judges fix
the experts compensation and it
is apportioned among the par-
ties in the courts discretion and
their own additional experts.
It should be pointed out that
under the Model Act and Uni-
form Rules they expressly pro-
vide that the Jury is to be told
that the court's expert was so
appointed and his testimony
would usually carry the most
weight. While C.C.P. 1871 has
no express provision as the
Model Act does, it is presumed
it would be construed compar-
ably.
The courts are currently using
a practice which does not aid the
trier of facts .in search for truth
but conversely only begets con-
fusion in particular cases and
contempt for our court system
as a whole. Under C.C.P. 1871
and other comparable California
statutes we have the means to
embark on fairer and more just
grounds of procuring evidence
by using court appointed ex-
perts. .
Therefore we have the solu-
tion to the archaic system pres-
ently being used ,in our courts.
Of course it is always easier We must utilize statutes such as
to criticize something. The prob- C.C.P. 1871 to their fullest ef-
lem is what to rep~ace it with. ·fect. We should make it known
The answer is the appointment to the judiciary that we want
of experts by the court with them to use the powers given
certain safeguards left to the it by our legislature~ The judges
parties. should be informed that public
o pin ion is in favor of the
changes as exemplified by our
statute relating to expert testi-
However, in today's changing
and growing society more and
more of the jurors are finding
it hard enough to decide what
shaving blade or toothpaste to
buy based on the facts attested
to us by Madison Ave. let alone
deciding whether a man who
killed his wife because a voice
told him to do so is insane under
the right or wrong test.
Because of the incompetency
of the jury to draw inferences
from facts relating to areas of
specialized knowledge the courts
admit the opinions and infer-
ences drawn by people who are
skilled or possess knowledge of
the specialized area and whose
opinion will aid the jury in its
search for truth.
Under our adversary system
it is the responsfbility of the
opposing parties to' find and
present their proof. SO' w hen
they have a question calling for
the opinion of an expert they
each go out and round up their
expert to testify and when he is
thraugh pay him his fee. This
practice is what the argument
is concerned with. ShDuld such
a practice be retained, the writer
answers nO'.
The criticism of such a prac-
tice is obvious the parties will
not bring into court the best ex-
pert but rather the best expert
who will be the most favorable
witness. The end result of such
testimony will not aid the jury
in its search for the truth but
merely adds another barrier
which the ,jury.must circumvent
before it reaches its final des-
tination.
The ,inherent power of the
trial judge to call and examine
witnesses has nO't been use d
with great frequency but it did many.
By THOMAS McDONALD
The Model Expert Testimony Act (9A V.L.A. 353), the
Model Code (Rule 403 et seq.), and the Uniform Rules of
Evidence (Rules 59, 60, and 61) all provide procedure for
obtaining the testimony of expert; witnesses called ~y tJ:e
court. A similar provision is found in several California
statutes covering different areas of the law, e.g., Penal Code
1027 allows the court to ap-· .. .
point experts in criminal cases t~e plamt~f presents Its ca.se
on the issue of sanity, Welfare WIth the aid of .an expert :'It-
Code 5504 allows the court ap- ness selected by It, and the Jury
pointment of experts in sexual listens and. is im~reS~ed,by the
psychopath hearings, and the expert testimony; the defend~nt
omnibus coveraze .of Code of t?e~ cross. exammes th~ plam-
Civil Procedure 1871 allows the tiff s expert and makes It clear
court appointment of experts in to the JUry t~at the. expert they
"any action Dr proceeding, civil, ha,:e ~eard IS rotained by the
criminal, or juvenile court," and plaintiff and sele~ted because of
apparently on any issue. The' the favorable testtmony he gave,
parties to the action however, The defendant then t:>'resents:hIS
retain the right to provide their ?~ expert and agam th: Jury
own experts and the provisions IS 'Impre~se~ ~y th~ testimony,
enabling neutral, court appoint- and agam It IS pointed ~ut to
ed experts, is in addition to them that t~e defendant s ex-
that right. The appointment Q1fpert. was retained beca~se of the
experts by the court is made on testimony he would give favor-
the court's own motion or an able to the cause of the defend-
the motion of the parties; ant. The jury is thus confronted
. with two experts who are pur-
The reasons for such prOVI- portedly spokesmen of the truth
sions allowing court appointed of the matter in issue, and vet,
experts, in addition to the par- contradict each other; the jury
tisan experts of the parties, is wants to believe one expert and
canta~ned in the Commissioner'.s yet is urged by another expert
Note m the Madel Expert Testi- to adont a contrary view.
mony Act, sec. 1, wherein the At this point the above rules
Commissioner quotes from the allowing a court appointed ex-
Estate of Dolbeer. 149 C. 227, pert could be invoked and a ,
243, 86 P. 695 (1906). In the 'super' expert could be 'brought
Dolbeer case three alienists who in to resolve the cantroversy.
had not known the decedent tes- Were such an expert appointed,
tified by way of slanted hypo- the credence given his testimany
thetical questions that she was wauld more than likely be de-
insane. The court. said, "~is cisive, and especially so when it
kind of expert testImony, gIven is pointed out to' the jury that
under such circumstances, even the court appointee is not ac-
the testimany of able and disin- cOluntab1eto eIther the plaintiff
terested witnesses, as· no doubt or defendant, ,i.e., that he is a
these were, is in the eye of the neutral expert, and therefOlre,
law of steadily decreasing value. his version of the facts must be
The remedy can only come when correct.
the state shall provide that the The vice of the procedure is
courts and nOitthe litigants shall precisely that undue we1ight is
call a disinterested body Q1rgiven to the testimony of the
board of experts whOishall re- court appointed expert.
view the whole situation and Inherent in such proce,dure is
then give their opinion wit h the assumption that the partisan
their reasons therefOor tOothe experts were not experts at all
court and the jury regardless of or that they were deliberately
the consequences. to either liti- caused to color their testimony
gant." Considerable support is to aid their respective causes.
found for the latter position; A further assumption is that
(see: Com. Note, 9A U.L.A. 353; the court appointee is m 0, r e
2 Wigmore, sec. 563; Selected learned in the field and pos-
Writings, pp. 470, 477, 499; Mc- sesses an insight not shared by
Cormick, p. 35). thaconflicting partisan experts.
The prablem which has caused It is a fact of history (known,
the authoritative cO'mment and however, only to' the writer)
the propased solution is this': (Continued on page, 7)
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TRESPASS BY PIGEONS IN STATE OF LOYOLA
By CLEMENCE SMITH
One morning after Equity class, I stepped down into my
Corvair and noted it needed a wash job. I remembered that I
had spent ninety-nine cents at the "World's Largest Car Wash-
ing and Polishing Center" in Pasadena only three days before.
I reflected Q1npigeons, In particular, on our pigeons. Were these
dismal grey birds, like smog, to gall us forever? Or could we
do something about them? Something tough and legal? An in-
junction, perhaps? Thoughts of this possibility occupied my
drive horne. They even reconciled me to a tie-up on the off-ramp.
Our Loyola doves, I reasoned, were encouraged to hang
around the way they did because two kind ladies very regularly
fed them. One of these ornithophiles worked on our side Q1f
Grand Avenue; the other operated from the sidewalk across
the street. Random pigeon feeders passed in cars, from which
they nervously scattered grain. But the faithful ladies were
the real offenders, ror it was undoubtedly the birds' reasonable
expectation Q1fenjoying regular meals that sustained their stub-
born loyalty to the school,
We could show, I decided, pulling shut my garage door,
that these ladies' deliberate, systematic, and gratuitous feeding
of the birds was a substantial contributing factor to the Q1f-
fensive activity upon and about our roof tiles and palm trees.
This being so, then surely their feeding Q1fthe birds was. an
actionable wrong, a common law trespass on the case, a private
nuisance, a substantial and unreasonable interference with our
use and enjoyment of the premises at 1137 South Grand Avenue.
An injunction should issue!
During the following days, I considered the matter more
closely and talked it Olverwith my colleagues. Proof of special
damages would not be difficult. On one occasion a dead bird
had stopped up the guttering. On another a living pigeon had
ruined a distinguished visitor's suit. Several brilliant prospective
students chose to attend other institutions because they were
allergic to' feathers. Our campus had been refererred to as "an
asphalt dovecote."
Diligent research produced a North Carolina case. In An-
drews v. Andrews, 88 S.E. 2d 88 (1955), the defendant who had
attracted wild geese by constructing an artificial pond was en-
jOined from maintaining this nuisance to the detriment of the
Plaintiff's neighboring corn field. It only remained for me to
Confront the principals.
The lady who feeds the birds on our side of the street
proved elusive. As though sensing my design to interview her,
she never showed up on the days I lay in wait in the parking
lot While I pretended to be cleaning out my glove compartment.
But the other one, Mrs. Alberta Burke, I met almost too
eaSily. One bright afternoon I jaywalked' across Grand Avenue
and there she was, a spunky little figure in a neat black coat.
Pigeons, .making a soft grey sound, flowed about her feet like
grey surf on a tranquil day. I introduced myself. Brighted-eyed,
she responded. And, again almost too easily, I was at the door
o{ her apartment. ,
"I'm eighty," Mrs. Burke said, challenging belief. Her voice
was, clear and steady. Her back was 'as straight as a bQlY's.'
~he had wrapped her head in a transparent scarf and knotted il'""--------------------------- .....
~t saucily under her chin. I asked if she intended that I come
In along with her.
"I wouldn't have brought you if T didn't."
Inside the room Mrs. Burke ransacked her address book
for the name of the other pigeon lady.
"I know her. I just can't find her," Mrs. Burke said. "She's
Very shy. She had a deprived childhood." Mrs. Burke looked
up at me obliquely, still rifling the pages of her address book,
"I was a drunkard. I was a drunkard until I was fifty-one,
Between the age of nineteen 'and fifty-one, I never opened up
a sOobereye. I wasn't an alcoholic, mind. You don't find that
Word in the Bible, do you ? I was a drunkard. I drank whisky."
"I kept saloons then in the middle west. They called me Al
and didn't give me any trouble. T carried a gun tucked in here."
She poin ted to her breast. "I had a shillelagh. If anybody ever
got too smart with me, I just snapped a dish towel at him.
The other one is very shy."
"I was born Irish," Mrs. Burke said, "and I married Irish.
I never missed anything."
The walls Q1fthe apartment bore a collection of pale photo-
graphs and an enlargement Q1fthe face of Covernor Brown.
Mrs. Burke had campaigned the neighborhood on his. behalf.
She also liked Garry Moore, and she had to' go out and pick
up some things at the cleaners. I offered to walk with her to
the corner of Twelfth Street. Pigeons flowed about us.
"See that sidewalk," Mrs. Burke said. "Clean as a whistle."
"I kept a hotel ton," Mrs. Burke said. "All you had to do
was 'regtster."
Once more on my drive home I thought about the birds.
Our only hope for success, I decided, lay in Mrs. Burke's. hiring
a competent lawyer. For if she ever appeared on her own behalf,
we surely wouldn't stand a chance. Why all she'd have to do
was snap a dish towel.
CON
(Continued from Page 6)
that a sanity hearing was con-
ducted for Christopher Colum-
bus in 1486. At that hearing
Christopher conducted his own
defense and contended that since
ships appear on the horizon
mast-first, the world must be
round. The opponent contended,
by an expert witness, that such
a contention was incredible.
Christopher was able to prevail
by means of superior advocacy,
but what would have happened
had an impartial, disinterested
expert witness been introduced?
The only other €Ixperts would
probably have been flat-worlders
and would have entered the pro-
ceeding with an aura of infalli-
bility not necessarily in accord
with their knowledge.
In a controversy of partisan
experts credence for their opin-
ion may be induced by the use
of unsupported or only partially
supported hypothetical ques-
tions. Is not the adversary re-
sponsible for pointing out this
fact to the jury? Where the ex-
perts disagree is it not dncum-
bent upon the party to estab-
lish that his expert is more en-
titled to. belief? Where an opin-
ion is slanted or only partially
true cannot the opposing coun-
sel make this clear to the trier
of fact? Is the adversary system
incapable of dealing with the
problem?
The battle of the e x per t s
should continue, and it should
be resolved by the advocate in
poiuting out that his expert is
closer to the trnth than his op-
ponent's, under the particular
circumstances. Third party, neu-
tral experts, appointed by the
court, should not be permitted to
enter the proceeding because the
jury adopts the attitude that,
at last, here is 'an expert, for-
warded by the conrt, which we
can believed.
Reasonable men can disagree,
reasonable experts can also dis-
agree (in re doctors see: 31 St.
Johns L.Q. 164, 166, (1956»,
and they should be permitted to
continue to disagree, rather than
have their controversies re-
solved by a third party, who,
because Q1fthe circumstances of
his entry into the matter, car-
ries unwarranted weight.
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Joint Tenancy
(Continued from Page 5)
11. Effect of murder or man-
slaughter.
A person convicted of the
m u r d e r or voluntary man-
slaughter of a decedent is not
entitled to succeed to any por-
tion of the estate (Section 258,
Probate Code). W hat about
m u r d e r or voluntary man-
slaughter by a joint tenant?
There is no express statute cov-
ering this point, but the same
principle is applicable. In a re-
cent California case, that of Ab-
bey vs Lord, 168 C.A.2d 499, it
was held that a joint tenant
cannot succeed to the entire
property by his wrongful act.
However, the "surviving" joint
tenant is still entitled to his
percentage of the joint tenancy
property, and thus, in a sense,
benefits from his wrongful act.
Cases in other jurisdictions
have wandered in several direc-
tions with regard to a man-
slaughter charge against the
surviving joint tenant. Prior to
1955, Section 258 of the Probate
Code provided that no person
convicted of murder could suc-
ceed to any portion of the es-
tate of his victim. The conten-
tion was made that a person
con vic ted of manslaughter
should also be precluded from
so succeeding. In Estate of
Lysholm, 79 C.A.2d 467, the
court he1d that it could not in-
sert the word "manslaughter"
nor read it into said Section,
and refused to do so. The case
held that when death is the re-
sult of an acciden t or even gross
negligence so that the survivor
is guilty of involuntary man-
slaughter, he may still succeed
to the estate of the deceased
joint tenant. The 1955 amend-
ment to Section 258 was en-
tended to include voluntary
manslaughter, undoubtedly as a
result of the holding in the
Lysholm case.
One of the latest cases on this
subject is the case of Williams
vs Bell, Los Angeles Superior
Court Case No. 700790, opinion
rendered January 28, 1960. This
opinion can be found on page
17 of the Los .,\ngeles Daily
Journal Reports Section, dated
April 25, 1960. In that case, the
defendant husband has so se-
verely beaten his wife that she
died as a result of the beating.
The Court initially found the
defendant husband guilty of
second degree murder and, sub-
sequently, the Court reduced the
charge from second degree mur-
der to manslaughter. Since the
title to their real property stood
in husband and wife as joint
tenants the question arose as to
whether or not husband would
take all of the property as the
surviving joint tenant. The trial
court-in the current case above
last referred to, held that since
this was, obviously, a case of
voluntary manslaughter t hat
the husband would be precluded
from taking under the general
law of survivorship and held
that husband owned one-half as
his separate property and that
he held the other one-half in
trust for the benefit of the
heirs of the deceased wife.
12. Conclusion.
To summarize, reference is
made to the article appearing in
30 Calif. State Bar Journal 507
at page 512 where it is stated:
"Joint tenancies are not
beneficial in their entirety.
They possess certain disad-
vantages and subject each of
the owners to certain risks.
Every joint tenant, like every
tenant in common, owns an
equal share of the property.
He has full power to convey
or mortgage his interest dur-
ing his lifetime. Likewise, his
interest in the property is
subject to seizure by his cred-
itors. Either occurrence will
cause a severance of the joint
tenancy and a consequent de-
struction of the right of sur-
vivorship. This is a risk which
every joint tenant should be
made to understand clearly
in advance of creating a joint
tenancy. The creation of a
joint tenancy is no assurance
of itself that the joint ten-
ancy will continue to exist.
Acts or dealings by either of
the joint tenants, even if un-
known to the other, may oper-
ate to destroy the joint ten-
ancy.
Also, many people do not
fully realize that they cannot
dispose of their interest in
joint tenancy property by will.
The right of survivorship
with respect to a joint ten-
ancy existing at death is para-
mount to a testamentary dis-
position. Either joint tenant,
of course, could terminate his
joint tenancy by conveyance
during his lifetime and then
proceed to make a testamen-
tary disposition of it. Every
joint ten ant should clearly
understand the effect which
owning property in joint ten-
ancy will have upon his testa-
mentary plans."
presumption of guilt after con-
A tour of the Court House is viction and affirmance on di-
being planned by Mrs. Ronald rect, original appellate proce-
dures. The practical aspects of
the problem perhaps are shown
by the remarks of a member of
the Supreme Court of the State
of Illinois in speaking of anal- I
ogous problems of State proce-
dures. This Supreme Court Jus-
tice stated: "Four hundred of
the total 4400 inmates (at
children's nursery. Mrs. Samuel Joliet) own typewriters. More
Meyerhoff and her committee than 3000 legal documents a
year come from that institu-
tion."
,O.ur prograI? will be complet- The problem is not one of
ed .m May ":lth a l~ncheon at easy answer. That the problem
WhICh ~Ime In?tallatlOn of the Ihas been recognized "gtves some
new offlcers WIll be held. I assurance that an answer will
By BARBARA SOLOMON! be forthcoming.
LAW WIVES
Loyola Law Wives, will host
the First Annual Get Acquaint-
ed luncheon on Saturday, March
16th at Michael's Restaurant
for the wives of the three law
schools. Mrs. Charles Ibold,
chairman of this affair, has
called a meeting at the home of
Mrs. Eugene Topel on Monday,
March 11th to make decorations
for a St. Patrick's Day theme.
This should be an enjoyable
event and we are looking for-
ward to meeting the 'wives from
UCLA and USC.
April is election time! Mrs.
William Rylaarsdam is making
preparations for this important
function and we hope that the
entire membership will attend to
select their officers for the com-
ing year.
McQuoid and her committee' for
a week day in late April. Lunch
will be served and several trials
will be attended.
Our Legal Aid project for the
spring is to provide Easter
baskets and decorations for the
are working on the plans.
IMarch, 1963 I
Collateral Attack
(Gontinued from Page 3)
tions for relief for judgment of
conviction throughout the term
of his incarceration has a thera-
peutic value to the prisoner, it
would seem that the criticism
which has been voiced on oc-
casion by various judges may
have merit. One trial judge has
suggested that if this right on
the part of the prisoner to file
petitions "can be justified as
having therapeutic value in re-
tarding or preventing mental
deterioration of the prisoner by
providing an illusory hope of
release, the government should,
perhaps, provide asp e cia I
agency to consider them since
only real, justiciable' controver-
sies should be heard by the
courts of the United States."
The same judge suggested that
at the very least procedures
should-be devised for a prompt,
all-inclusive review of convic-
tions if there is to be no real
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